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Figure L O.L BacheUler-1852-f935

INTRODUCTION
by Daisy Wade Bridges

There are many qualities to recommend Bachelder's work as an important collectable ofCarolina's pottery history.
Bachelder received ma~y awards during his lifetime and was invited to show his work in a number of museum exhibits
and diverse expositions. The Mint Museum of Art undertook a "first" in organizing a one man show that brought
together items which comprise mosr of his known glazes, bexlies, general shapes, and colors. These decorative and
utilitarian wares were assembled from the best known collections in North Carolina, the most significant of which
belonged to the author ofthis research project, Pat H. Johnston. Her superb pieces are now in the possession ofthe Mint
Museum.
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Paul Saim-Gaudcns of Cornish, New Hampshire, was one of the mosr norable potters who visired Mr. Bachelder
and studied his refined old tradirional methods. Cornish is quire near rhe location settled by the Bachelders when
the family first came to America. A manuscript preserved in the Paul Saint-Gaudens papers at Baker Library, Dart·
mouth College, gives particular reference to their friendship during the early twenties. Saint-Gaudens made the obser
vation that out of a wood fire and the crudest of kilns comes the finest pottery. In addition to the Saint-Gaudens
papers, the same attributes of Bachelder's potting methods are well documented in old photographs of the Omar
Khayyam Pottery. These photographs and other significant materials were carefully sought out by Pat H. Johnston.

Bachelder had many well known visitors during the years he worked in Candler, among whom were writers,
students and other potters who had heard of his work. One of the most remarkable factors qualifying his art was
the use of the time honored tradition of passing the old secrets and methods from father to son which creates an
unique hand-wrought crafr. Some of the traditions in the area of pottery making comprise such systems as horse
drawn pugmills, heavy treadle wheels, ground hog kilns fired with wood from nearby and home-made glazes created
out of the abundance of minerals known in the North Carolina mountain soiL Bachelder also made use of glass
combined with a fine dark brown slip. These factors together with Bachelder's keen eye for simple line and color,
make his work significant. It might be said that he naturally followed the thesis so magnigicantly executed during the
Sung Dynasty, that LESS IS MORE.

Pat H. Johnston, former editor of PotteryCollecum'Newsletter, and author of many articles in antique journals thoroughly
researched Bachelder's biography over a period of many years. Daisy W. Bridges, Associate Curator ofCeramics at the Mint
Museum compiled the catalogue, assembled the exhibition and photographed illustrations of the exhibition pieces. Stuart
Schwartz, Curator of the Mint Museum of History installed the exhibition.

Included in the catalogue are the old photographs mentioned of the master, the pottery and the sales room.
However, most importantly are the years of carefully documented research put into the topic by Mrs. Johnston to
make this catalogue the definitive work on Oscar Louis Bachelder.

Marks, photographs and history alone cannot provide the reader with the knowledge or understanding of the choice
qualities which identify Bachelder and set his work apart as fine pottery. Only seeing and touching his pieces first hand can
help the collector recognize this skillful potter whose works are known to the four comers.



PATH.JOHNSON

Pat H. johnston, author of the study of Bachelder
published as Vol. #5 of the Ceramic Circle of Char
lotte, has long been an authority on Nonh Carolina
ceramics concentrating particularly on the mountain
area. She has spent years thoroughly researching Oscar
louis Bachelder by writing numerous letters, consulting
hundreds of newspapers from the lOs and 30s, inter
viewing any and all individuals who knew Bachelder or
knew of him. She collected his works (now in the Mint
Museum) as well as old photographs, documents,
business cards and tracked down every work published
aoout him.

The Antiques Journal printed an article by Mrs. john
ston in Sept. 1974, 'The Omar Khayyam Pottery".
More importantly, she was the editor of The Pottery
Collectors' Newsletter for a number of years. This
publication made significant contributions to the study
and history of ceramics with its scholarly papers and
helpful infonnation to the many collectors all over the
country who were subscribers.

The Ceramic Circle of Charlotte gratefully acknow
ledges Mrs. johnston's panicipation in its series of
volumes stressing the American heritage of pottery and
porcelain.
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Figure 2. OLB.
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OSCAR LOUIS BACHELDER AND HIS
OMAR KHAYYAM POTTERY

by Pat H. Johnswn

For I remember stopping by th~ way
To watch a Potter thumping his \\'tt Oay:
And with its all-Qbliterated Tongue
It: murmured - "Gmtly, Brother. gently I pray!"

Omar Khayym - TIlE RUBAlYAT . .. Sr. 37.

Figure 3. The Pottery
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When one pursues, and then realizes a dream, he holds
great fascination for others. Mankind stands in awe of
dreamers, and often strives to make a part of that dream
its own rhrough whatever means possible. It is thrilling
when the dreamer has no reservations about sharing his
vision. It is even more exciting when a small bitofa dream
takes material form that may be held in the hand, pos
sessed, and enjoyed. As long as the creation from the
dreamer's hands exists, the dream continues to be viable.

Acknowledging himself as a dreamer, Oscar Louis
Bachelder, a wiry, tousled headed, industrous potter
accomplished his dream. I For twenty years, in the
twilight of his life, he lived out the fulfillment of his
hopes, his plans, his visions.

West of Asheville, North Carolina, at the foot of Mt.
Pisgah in a little settlement named Luther, near
Candler, O.L Bachelder made a name for himself. (See
map). Seeing his dream come to fruition he assured
himself a place of honor among the potters of America.
At his Omar Khayyam Pottery, Bachelder produced
the pottery he had dreamed of throughout his life and
thus became his own master. During only a score of
years many inquisitive and fascinated individuals, from
far and near, made their way to his pottery shop.
Fortunately, accounts of their experiences as well as
their reactions to the potter, remain for those of us
who are still filled with awe after only viewing the
pottery.

The pottery shop was a long, low building nestled
below the road. Enticingly, pieces of Bachelder's pottery
were spotted before the pottery building came in to
view. A visitor approaching the pottery from Asheville
would first see, ahead on the left, four large, dark
pieces of pottery and an unglazed sculptured bust,
seemingly floating in the air. Seconds later the five
chimneys on which the pottery sat, one piece on each
chimney, would appear and then the roof. Under the
eaves on this, the east end of the building, was a large
sign, POTTERY. The sculptured bust, Omar Khayyam
the poet, sat on the chimney top over the main
entrance to the building.

A well worn path led down the bank and through
the grass to the entrance. Before entering the building
one stepped under a roqf OntO a ground level porch. A
row of pottery sat on the railing between the porch
roof supports. Above the porch which was the front of
the building, appeared the sign, ''OMAR KHAYYAM
POTTERY, VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME,"

As the visitor stepped out of the sunlight, pausing to
view the pottery displayed on the porch railing, there
was time for the eyes to adjust to the shadows and give
a fitting preview to what waited inside.

As one walked onto the wooden floor of the pottery
he or she was greeted wiJ:h dimness and quiet within
except for a faint muffled hum and thud. The scent of
damp earth penneated. the cool air.

light from the small windows pennitted a guest first
to see rows and rows of black glistening pottery. There
were pieces of many sizes and shapes arranged on
shelves extending from the floor, where larger pieces
sat, to the ceiling. (Fig. 4). On closer scrutiny one saw
much more than black surfaces. There were rich, wann
browns, both matt and glossy. There were pieces with
glazed. interiors and unglazed outer surfaces. There were
running and overlapping glazes giving shades of various
colors. There were glossy surfaces showing subtle irides
cence. After the first impressions of blacks, then
browns, one looked further to see amethyst, gray, rose,
and a variety of blues and greens. When color
appeared it was always subtle, never bold.

After viewing the pottery which had been fired, one's
attention was drawn to other areas of the building.
There were rows of buff and gray clay fonns, both
moist and dry, not long from the potter's hands. On
the wall were framed awards and membership certifi
cates. A profusion of hooks lay scattered about.

After the initial visual impact of the shop's interior,
and the shelved pottery, one's senses gave way to those
of sound. The persistent whir, and the continual
thumping, drew the visitor to a corner of the building.
There by a window, in silhouette, the slender potter
bent over his whirling wheel. Around his head was a
mass of rumpled, white curls swept back from his
strong forehead. Engrossed in his work he did not look
up. Attention, of both the potter and the visitor,
focused on the potter's hands, and what hands!
Bachelder was not a large man but he had large, strong
hands. His hands were beautiful and reflected his
character. He had long sensitive fingers and his skill for
fonning a shapeless mass of clay into a beautiful shape,
was masterful. His hands served him well, with strength
to fill out or heighten a vase, and with delicacy for
shaping graceful rims, lids, or handles.

When the potter completed a pot to his satisfaction
the wheel was stilled and he raised his eyes to the
visitor. A first encounter with his brilliant black eyes
was startling. They were luminous and deep. They



Figure 4. Shop inrerior

Oscar Louis Bachelder was born in Menasha, Wis
consin, July 14, 1852. He was the son of Calvin B.
Bachelder and Hannah ripley Bothwell (Bodwell/
Boswelll). Oscar was the third generation of Bachelder
potters.

revealed both light, youth, and the wisdom of years.
There was marked contrast between the lines of the pale
face, the white hair, and the twinkling dark eyes.

All who told, or wrote, of visiting the Ornar
Khayyam Pottery of Oscar Louis Bachelder, indicated it
was an experience never to be forgotten. Each
approached the pottery with anticipation and came
away with a feeling of excitement difficult to describe.
Many came away with a piece of his pottery to treasure
and to enjoy throughout their lives, a bit of the dream.

People today are thrilled when they find a piece of
Bachelder's dream. His potter's wheel has been stilled
for almost half a century but the dreamer is still
pursued.

Luther Cleveland Bachelder
April 1, I!I04, Oa. 21, 1850
Oscar's Grandfather
b. New Hampshire
d. Menasha, WISCOnsin

Calvin B. Bachelder
1826· Sep,. JO, 1906
Oscar's Father
b. New Hampshire
d. Beaver City, Nebraska
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Oscar LDuis Bachelder
July 14, 1852 -June 26, 1935
Omay Khayyam Porter
b. Menasha, Wisconsin
d. Luther, No. Carolina

The lives of the three spanned the American pottery
traditions of earthenware, stoneware, and art--craft pot
tery.· The Bachelder family participated in, and contrib
uted to the evolving American ceramic traditions. The
geographical movements, the social, political, and ec0

nomic experiences of these potters, if studied in depth,
would mirror the lives of countless other American pot~

rers of their day. Potters moved about frequently accord~

ing to the dictates of population growth, clay sources, and
demand. Their expertise grew according to the paths their
lives followed. They were enriched by all they experienced
and they passed on this valuable legacy to other potters of
their choosing. Glaze formulas, in particular, were often
closely guarded secrets and were worked out over years of
experimentation. Every potting family had its secrets.

Oscar's 'ancestors had resided in New Hampshire for
many years until his grandfather, Luther Cleveland
Bachelder, moved his family to Maine and later to Wis
consin a few years before his death in 1850.'

Oscar stated in an interview in 1935, "I am the third
generation of potters in the Bachelder family."· So it
seems logical to assume that the Bachelders married
into New England potting families. The maiden names
of Oscar's mother (Bothwell), his grandmother
(Whinnore) and his great grandmother (Cleveland) were
all found among New England porting families.
According to Lura Woodside Watkins in Early New
En&/and Potters and Their Wares, both Whitemore and
Bodwell were from Concord, New Hampshire, the city
where Luther Cleveland Bachelder was born.~ In this
study we concern ourselves with only the known
potters.

Luther Cleveland Bachelder, Oscar's grandfather, was
born near Concord to Jacob Bachelder and Mary
Cleveland. Jacob had married first, Mary Cleveland
and second, Mehitable Cleveland. Luther married Polly
Jane Whitemore who was born May 27, 1804 also in
O:mcord, New Hampshire. There were three children
of this union, Cleveland (l824!), Calvin B. (1826), and
Carlton (1829). Luther moved his family to the small
village of Exeter Mills, Maine, in 1831. His wife died
there August 17, 1832. Mer the death of the mother
the remaining family was disrupted. The youngest

child, Carlton, was only three years of age and he
spent the next five years in another home.· Perhaps
Cleveland and Calvin did the same. Calvin was six
years old at the time of his mother's death and
Cleveland perhaps eight or nine.

Luther was engaged in the manufacturing of earthen
ware in Exeter until his retirement in 1845. One might
assume he retired because of p:x>r health as he was
only 41 years of age. Several years' later, about 1847,
he, and his now three grown sons, moved to
Wisconsin and in 1850 located in Menasha. 1

The territory of Wisconsin in mid-nineteenth century
was the American frontier. In 1840 there were .30,945
white persons living in the territory. By 1850 the
population had soared to .305,391. Newcomers came
from other parts of the United States and from other
countries. All saw opportunities for a berter life in
frontier Wisconsin. With this new growth Wisconsin
became the thirtieth state on May 29, 1848.

The Bachelders moved to Menasha undoubtedly be~

cause of the prospects ofa ready supply of red clay. The
demand for pottery would have been great in the rapidly

Figure 5. Brutal Glazed Stonew:1re by C. Bachelder;
Manasha, Wisconsin



expanding area. Clay dC{X)Sits were located on the shore of
Lowcr Lake Butte des Morts. From artifacts discovered it
is believed the day bed served ancicnt man and most
certainly the Indians of the Wisconsin area in recent cen
turies. For a period of fifty years, the last half of the
nineteenth century, the day supply in Menasha furnished
both the pottery and the brick industries. Two brick
companies and the Bachelder pottery operated in dose
proximity to each other.-

After Luther Oeveland Bachelder's death the oldest
son, Cleveland, moved to Califort~ia. The E.A.
Bachelder tile maker of California was not of this
family. He was, however, born in New Hampshire in
1875 and was perhaps a distant relative.' The brothers,
Calvin B. and Carlton operated the pottery together
for about ten years, 1850-1860. The pottery made first
earthenware and very shortly turned to the making of
stoneware. Ohio srone clay was then brought in as well as
clay from NewJersey. The clay came by an all water route,
first by canal and then through the Great Lakes. The clay
was ground in a mm op;;rated by water power. Pottery
was sold throughout a large area, including the territory of
Minnesota. It was hauled by horse and wagon and in
wimer by horse and sled. ID The pottery was shipped by
boat to Oshkosh, by team to Green' Bay, and by sleigh
to Seymour. II

By 1855 the pottery was well established as records of
the time stated, ''The (X'lttery of Me. Bachelder is an
extensive affair, and does a large amount of business.
He makes beautiful ware and supplies a large portion of
the state. In 1858, "c. Bachelder Stone Ware Manufac
ture. Annual business - $10,000." In 1860, "C.
Bachelder Manufacturer of Ohio Stoneware. Value of
work manufactured - $16,000. Number of men
employed _ eight." II

It was in 1860 when the pottery was doing well and
had eight employees that Calvin B., Oscar's father, left:
the pottery. Carlton Bachelder, Oscar's uncle, resided
in Menasha for the remainder of his life and continued

"the production of (X'lttery for a good many years. In
1870 Leonard Rohrer established a similar pottery near
Bachelder. Anton and Wenzel Hohn constructed a
small pottery works on Third Street in Menasha where
they made drain tile, and flower vases from the local
red clay.

It is believed that all pottery production in Menasha
ceased by 1875 and by the turn of the century the
brick industry ceased as well. The clay supply dwindled
and then disappeared. (John Ramsay in American Potters
and Pottery, dates the Menasha, Wisconsin Batchelder

Figure 6. T«.0 Glilon SllJ'rage Jar by C. Bachelder

(Bachelder) pottery c. 1850-1880.)
Carlton served as assessor for the dty of Menasha in

1874. He engaged in the wholesale business selling
crockery, glass, and lamps. He and a partner, whose
interest he later purchased, built up a large business. In
1879 they were wholesale dealers selling all kinds of
Ohio Stone, Rockingham and yellow ware. These
products were brought in from other areas. By 1895
Carlton engaged exclusively in the coal and wood
business. Carlton was bom June 22, 1829 in Concord,
New Hampshire, and died August 15, 1900 in
Menasha, Wisconsin.

In 1959 a Menasha, Wisconsin resident purchased a
piece of C. Bachelder pottery and brought it to the
anention of the Menasha Historical Society. The piece
was described as follows, ''The squat planter has a gray
finish and apparently was made of red clay. Blue
flowers are painted on it along with a trade mark,
impressed oval 4Jmm x JOmm, identifying it as Ohio
Stone manufactuted by the C. Bachelder pottery works
of Menasha." (Fig. 5 and 6). With the aid of the local
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newspaper, the society launched a search 'for more
pottery and for information. Newspaper articles, in the
early 1960s, disclose the progression of events, first
three, then eight, then ten pieces came to light. finally
twelve pieces were assembled and placed on exhibition
in a store window on main street in Menasha. The
society's work came to the attention of the Wisconsin
Slate Historical Society and the display was taken to
the annual state meeting. The Slate Museum of Wis
consin has, o~ the years, researched Wisconsin
pottery and gleaned much information. They
applauded the efforts of the Menasha group. I.

Oscar's father, Calvin, the second son of Luther, was
five years of age at the time his father moved the
family to Exeter Mills, Maine. It was there Calvin
learned the skills of the potter. The family took up
roots again and went to Menasha, WIS. in 1850 where
his son Oscar was born. His mother is thought to have
died when 05car was a child, the exact date is
unknown. As a young man, Calvin was a professor of
penmanship and he achieved much ra:ognition for this
talent.uHe leh WISCOnsin and wmt to Ohio, then in
1861 to Erie, Pennsylvania. Calvin remained in Erie for
a number of years. He was there in 1864 when he
married for the second time, Minnie A. Schroeder of
WISCOnsin. Oscar was 12 at the time of his father's
remarriage. Oscar spoke of his mother (presumably his
step-mother) as a lady of spirit and detennination. She
was a campaign orator for her political party""Calvin
was listed in the 1868-69 Erie Business Directory but
was not listed there in 187o.7L After Erie he moved to
Fulton, D1inois and finally in 1879 to Furnas County,
Nebraska, where he engaged in farming and stock
raising. In 1891 the family moved to Beaver City,
Nebraska where Calvin served as Oerk of the Disrria
Court for four years. Calvin was a Mason for 51 years.
He died at 80 years of age in 1906 and was buried in
Beaver City. II

Concerning his training Oscar stated, "As a boy I
learned the feel of clay in my hands at my father's
pottery in Menasha, Wisconsin." Over the years as he
continued to work with his father his responsibilities
increas«!. "My duties were varied: mixing of clay,
molding, modeling and turning of ware, glazing and
burning, keeping the shop clean, selling the ware we
made and taking care of the books, not to mention
other work that I was called upon to do."'"Oscar said
of his father, "He was a stern master, despising all slip
shod work." "

The lessons learned as he worked for his father

prepared him for future high standards of workman
ship.

At about the time his father is thought to have left
Erie, Pa., (1869-70) Oscar left home. He said, "At
seventeen years of age I leh my father's pottery and
began tramping and finishing my trade as potters do in
foreign countries... ·Oscar's family insisted that he
consider a profession, perhaps planning to become a
doctor or a lawyer but he would not agree. There was
a Dr. C. Bachelder, an experienced medical practitioner
who opened an office in Menasha in 1855. The
relationship to Oscar has not been det:ennined.

One ofOscar's first jobs away from his father's pottery
was working as a water boy on a railroad. He did any kind
of work he could~ to earn money. He men became an
itinerant JX>tter. A note of interest: according to the 1870
Census of Occupations there were 5,060 potters in the
United States at that time.

In th~ 1870's Oscar was working in Williamsport,
Pennsylvania. H~ was the«: at th~ time of th~ Cen
tennial Exhibition of 1876. H~ recaUed, "I went to
Philadelphia to see the World's Fair. Here 1 inspected
vases and other ceramics, ancient ware and beautiful
specimens of ceramic art. I was so impressed with th~

exhibits that I decided to take a thorough cou~ of
training and learn the artistic side of day working,
modeling and molding. I cam~ in contact with an
English potter who taught m~ all he knew in this lin~,

even to hand-made dishes. He was an artist and had
learned his craft in the potteries of England." "

It is widely known that the Centennial Exhibition of
1876 set the American potters on their toes. It created
great excitem~m and inspired potters to work toward
producing beautiful shapes and glazes never before
attempted. Lura Woodside Watkins in Early N~w
England Potters and Their Wares wrote, "No other
single event in th~ past century has had so great an
influence on American appreciation of art as the Cen
tennial Exhibition of 1876. At those displays the every
day citizen was for the first time enabled to study
classic forms and the art of the Orient. Among others,
potters were greatly inspired by what they saw there.
Some of them, like Hugh Robertson of Chelsea and
Maria Longworth Nichols of Rockwood fame, went
home so fired with enthusiasm that they devoted their
lives to the creation of beautiful glazes and decora
tions."

While Oscar was greatly influenced by the Centennial
Exhibition, circumstances continued to diaate his path
until 1911. He continued as an itinerant poner. His
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dreams were deferred but his knowledge, skill, expenise
grew as he traveled and worked. He earned his liveli
hood by producing the utilitarian pottery much needed
at the time. It is safe to assume that he experimented
and occasionally produced "art" pottery, if only in his
leisure hours, for he did nor let go of his vision.

Bachelder spoke of his escape from the toil of the
commercial pottery to the healing balm of nature. On
foot or with horse and buggy he explored the country
side. At times he enjoyed the age old pleasure of
fishing and dreaming. Seeking his own council and
restoring his weary body and soul in solitude, among
the grandeur of nature, the spark of his dream
survived. 11

For over forty years Oscar wandered throughout 28
states and territories east of the Rockies. He went as far
north as Maine and into Canada. 'The potteries where
I stopped, in those days, usually had two or more
turners, some of them as many as five," he said in
1935. "In 1899 I worked as manager of a pottery,
which employed about 85 men, at Gimon, Missouri.
We were turning large ware and firing four kilns a
week, each 22 feet in diameter, holding a total of 6,400
pieces of ware. About this time the Baird press came
into use and it was planned to use this equipment in
the plant. This did not appeal to me with my intimate
knowledge of hand made ware, so I gave up my job
and came south, where I have been practically ever
since. I worked in Texas for a time and was north
again for a short while at a pottery in Maine:' nOne
source stated that Oscar came to North Carolina from
Ohio. In the 1880s Bachelder made utility ware in
potteries in Louisville, Nebraska, which is just south of
Omaha, and at lincoln, Nebraska ...

Except for the facts already given little is known of
Bachelder's years of itenerant work. There was,
however, a span of a few years that is of particular
significance as the potter established himself as
proprietOt of his own pottery. In late 1906, perhaps
earlier, and until 1909, Bachelder operated the Lustre
Pottery in Sterrett, Alabama. The following
information appeared on his letterhead. "LUSTRE
roTTERY, Sterrett, Ala., O.L. Bachelder, Proprietor.
Manufacturer of light and Dark Glazed Stoneware of
all sizes. Lawn Vases, Jugs, Churns, Rower Pots, Jars,
Pitchers, Chicken Jugs, Bowls and Crocks." The United
States experienced a period of depression from 1907·
1909 which began as the "Panic of 1907". It seems
likely that this may have brought an end to his work
in Sterrett.

Oscar Bachelder was spoken of as a very literate,
scholarly man. He had hundreds of books he had
acquired as he moved about the country. Most of them
were history, philosophy, and sociology. He was very
fond of westerns, particularly Zane Gray. Inside each
book he wrote his name, the date, and his location at
the time he acquired the book. A few books located
pinpoint some places where he worked: Red Wing,
Minnesota (about) 1887; Ottawa, lllinois, 1891; Gin
ton, Missouri, 2899; Sterrett, Alabama, 1907, 1909;
Bakerhill,. Alabama, 1910; Candler, North Carolina,
1912. In a 1928 interview Oscar said that for a year
after coming to North Carolina he worked at the
Catawba Pottery making two quart mugs. IS

In interviews Bachelder spoke of his strength and
skill and his ability to produce large quantities as well
as large sizes of ware. In 1923 at 71 years of age he was
still producing twelve gallon crocks. He would boast
that no potter he ever met could surpass the rapidity
with which he could make pieces "leap" from the
wheel. Also in that year, in recounting his work
experience he stated, "My energy was greedily used by
one boss after another, each urging me to greater effort
until my heart would grow sick and I would suddenly
leave the place, only to seek another soon. Years crept
along. I had worked in twenty-eight states and terri
tories and Canada, yet at the age of fifty-eight my
energy was undiminished. I still turned out more work
than any other single workman I ever have met. Then
one day my employer told me I had passed the age of
efficiency and must take a cut of fifty percent in wages.
He hoped to retain me but to pay me according to the
age scale. In despair I turned away to wander once
more and seek work. Then came a terrible period,
effort seemed useless, hope was gone, but gradually out
of the despair there surged, day by day, a new deter
mination. I would make one more effort, but this time
I would be no man's slave." U

In 1911, almost penniless, Bachelder journeyed to
Buncombe County, North Carolina. There were rich
deposits of day in the western part of the county.
These had supplied the long established Penland and
Stone, and the more recent Trull, and the Rutherford
potteries. It was the possibility of continuing his
itinerant work that brought Bachelder to Buncombe
County but it was the unusual quality of the clay
deposits, which were rich in minerals, and the great
natural beauty of the scenery, plus the opportunity to
be his own boss, which kept him [here.
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Figure 8. Inwice from the Omar KiuJx',am Pottery--I926

James D. Rurherford was not a porrer himself but he
hired potters to work for him. It was at the Rutherford
Pottery on Big Cove Road in Candler that Bachelder
worked for some time after arriving in Buncombe
County. He lived and worked at the Rutherford
pottery for several years but he still harbored hopes of
establishing his own business. The Rutherford Pottery
ceased operation in 1914. White Bristol (zinc) glaze was
used rather extensively there, however it was not
generally popular with southern potters. Ash and glass
were applied to most southern utility wares. The
chance to build a pottery, and to make pottery as he
wished, finally came about through the strength and
encouragement of partnership. Bachelder and a friend,
Robert F. (Bob) Gudger, bought four acres with day

deposits on credit from Gudger's aunt, Telitha Joyce
Morgan. Also on credit, they were permitted to cut an
haul to the mill the lumber they needed to build a
pottery building. The potter built his wheel and made
the bricks for his kiln. Potholes filled with water, and a
multitude of joyful frogs, began to appear along the
banks of George's Branch in Luther. Bachelder happily
described his new independence. 'Those were strenuous
days, but they were happy ones. We had little money,
only fifty-two dollars for the emire first year, but we
raised our own vegetables, ground our own grain and
made our own bread. With the buliding completed, an
old-fashioned kiln established, and a single wheel with
our own horse to mix the clay, we began our work,
making utility goods for the farmers in the neighbor-
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hcxxl:'UBacheider made the pottery and Gudger took it
to market by wagon.

Upon opening the pottery in Luther the potter
stated, "Here we have come and in the virgin forest
and fields of the mountains have built our home with
our shop. Naturt: has provided at our door a fine clay,
richly impregnated with mineral oxides, which produces
a pottery of great beauty. The ever-<:hanging and
shifting colors of the mountains in this Land of the
Sky seem to have found expression in the many
colored shapes produced. Commercial methods of rapid
produaion and duplication are ignored. Each piece
produad is a work of loving care. The potter's wheel,
ancient of days, the head, a pair of hands, and a small
piece of wood for smoothing arc the only tools and in
our kilns the various shapes are fired." 17

Bob Gudger was married and has the responsibilities of
a young family so after a time the pannership dissolved.
Gudger taught school fOr some year.>, lived for a time in the
stateof Washington involved in the Iwnber business, then
returned to North Carolina. He acquired a large, fenile
farm surrounded by pleasant rolling hills. Bachelder was a
frequent visitor in his home. Bachelder and Gudger
remained friends throughout their lives. Bachelder, now
with hope renewed, joyfully continued towotk toward the
fulfillment of his dream. He said, "All myoid power was
back in exultant force. I worked early and late, tumingout
articles with incredible swiftness, sometimes one in three
minutes~ I began to deliver the orders I had taken and soon
money began to flow back to me." The standard shapes of
the utility pieces made it difficult to load a wagon.
Bachelder designed some of his utility ware with straight
sides so that pieces could be placed one inside another
for hauling. Bachelder told of the popularity of his "little
brown .. jugs in the far off recesses of the western moun
tains~(For a better understanding of the need Bachelder's
jugs filled see Horace Kephart's, Our Southern Highlandm
which was published in 1913). Bachelder said, "The
farmers and small merchants liked my' wares so much that
they boughtcverything Icould make'.'t1e provided utilit
arian (X)ttery for a time and satisfied the need for speCial
items of pottery as long as he worked. His efforts turned
gradually to the production of more artistic ware, both
large and'Small. The pottery operated for some time before
the name of Omar Khayyam was selected. (Fig. 8).

After a decade at his pottery he recalled the early
days, "'\(Ihile I was happy in my wonderful new
independence, there was one thought before me always,
art gtKKIs. I longed to shape vases in all rhe lovely
fonns that flitted through my brain. Then came the

day when I made the first ones. A demand for them
sprang up almost at once. Tourists told of my work
abroad, until now, after but ten years, I am almost
~ from debt, have improved buildings, mort: land
and better equipment and I am 'concentrating on art
gtKKIs with a demand for everything that 1 can make.
The battle has been won.")I

The times wer-c right for Bachelder's "art" pottery
plans to succeed. The need for hand thrown utilitarian
pottery clecreased after the tum of the century.
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Figure ro. Edith Harwell with Omar Kha)')t1ffi
pieces boughr by Mrs. Busbee in 1916

By early 1914 there was a notice in the Asheville
paper that Bachelder was established at Luther and was
making nice crocks, churns, and flowerpots. It was this
notice that brought Juliana Busbee to Luther to visit
the potter. At that time a club, to which she belonged,
was trying to locate all of the potters and weavers in
the state. it was Juliana and Jacques Busbee who
operated the famous pottery in Moore County called
"Jugtown". The Jugtown story, documented by Jean
Crawford in Jugtown Pottery: Hi.'ilory and Design
published in 1964, is well known. When Mrs. Busbee
visited Oscar Bachelder she asked for certain items
which the potter made for her." She was very
enthusiastic about his work and in 1916, when she was
Chairman of Art for the North Carolina Federation of
Womens clubs she wrote, "Mr. Bachelder is a most
interesting person, and his feeling for 'form is
remarkable. Some of his vases and bowls are wonderful
and would attract attention anywhere." Describing a
piece of his pottery she wrote, "1 would rather have my
Bachelder teapot, that is a warm brown with soft green
glints all over it, than the most elegant one that could
be oought.""Figures 10 and t 1 picture Mrs. Edith
Harwell of the Pinewood Pottery, posing with Mrs.
Busbee's purchases from her visit to Bachelder. Mrs.
Busbee's visit was probably mutually inspiring to both
herself and the potter; she, admiring the potter's skill,

and he welcoming the admiration and approval. She
made suggestions for which collectors can now be
thankful. She stated in 1941, "Seeing a copy of Omar
Khayyam on his table, I suggested the tide as his trade
name, and I did his monogram which he used as a
trademark."uOmar Khayyam was a Persian poet,
astronomer, and mathematician. He wrote with gentle
melancholy about nature and regret for the fleeting
s.....-eetness of life. There seems to have been much
interest in Omar Khayyam during that time. In the
March 2, 1914 issue of The Asheville Citizen the
month Mrs. Busbee visited Bachelder, there was a large
picture of a man dressed as the poet, the caption read,
"Guy Bates Post Makes Omar Khayyam a Lover of
Mankind." It is assumed that Post moved about the
country reading the works of the poet.

In her writings, a quarter of a century after her visit
with Bachelder, Mrs. Busbee would have the reader
believe that her influence on Bachelder and his .....urk
was great. According to Ross Purdy, of the American
Ceramic Society, he had investigated in 1941 and 1942
and wrote in the "Craft Potters of North Carolina" as
follows, 'The purpose of this present writing on the
potteries of North Carolina is to analyze the influences
which set the stars for these three potteries (the
Bushees, the Hiltons, and Stephen) and which made
them different from the jugtowns of the past and the
"commercial" potteries of the present." He concluded
his investigation with, "Busbee, Hilton, and Stephen
are craft potters of exceptional abilities, each very
different. Oscar Louis Bachelder's par-excellent crafts
manship inspired them and continues to inspire in true
Omar Khayyam tradition."

From March 1914, when Mrs. Busbee first met
Bachelder, until the establishment of Jugtown Pottery in
the early 1920's the Busbees moved from appreciated, to
promoting, to marketing. It has been said that they did
market pottery and other crafts from throughout N.C.,
including the pottery of Bachelder, in their Greenwich
Village store though this involvement was short lived.
Finally they narrowed their products to those made in
Moore County. They later opened their own pottery,
hired Ben Owen and then promoted his wares. n

Rather than two or three people turning pottery in
rural areas there were now pottery plants built in large
commercial centers to produce "jiggered" ware.
Improved methods for producing commercial ware
continued to be introduced. The federal government's
attempts, and final success, to prohiqit the manufacture
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and sale of alcoholic; beverages had a profound effect
on the pottery indUStry. Ho~wives preferred the
SrTIQO(her commercial stoneware, many considering it
more sanitary for food use. The pottery 6nns could
prOOuce larger amounts with greater speed. Shipment
by rail made pottery disniburion easy. There was little
continuing need for the itinerant pxter. However. the
"farmer" potter continued in many areas, making
pottery for his own use and that of his neighbors
during the off seasons of farming. This was particularly
true in more isolated areas. Throughout the country
"farmer" potters continued their smaIl enterprises until
driven completely out of business during the depression
years of the 1930s or until turning to the production of
craft "art" pottery as demand for it increased.

Circumstances and events of the times were at ......ork
in Buncombe County, in all of North Carolina, and
throughout the nation, which helped Bachelder in the
fulfillment of his dream. The moumain area of North
Carolina attracted increasing anention as a tourist
center as improved highways and railroads made accC$S
easier. Visitors, including writers and photographers,
focused national interest on the mountain area of the
scate. Handicrafts experienc«l a revival and the number
of people who promoted them increased b:>th locally
and nationally. Craftsmen were encourag«l by
increasing profits from thr: production of thcir craft and
thr:y .....err: inspired by other craftsmr:n, by public
attr:nrion, and by comprtitions and awards.

A brief revir:w of thr: times and circumstances in thr:
prr:ceding two paragraphs gives some factors which
cktt:rrnin«l the potter's output and success as hr:
snuggI«I to become esrablish«l. From thr: bt:ginning
Oscar Bachr:lder's pottery was wr:1J rt:eeiv«l." Thr: sturdy
utilitarian warr: was welcomed by thoSt: in need of such
items. As thr: an pottery shapes werr: produc«l they
quickly gained attention and acceptance. Bachelder's
JXX:tery was the first potter's work to be sold at
AJlanstand in downtown Ashr:ville. Allansund,
established for marketing the craft products made in
the mountain homes, began in 1895 twelve miles from
Asheville. A permanent sales room was opened in
Asheville in 1908 and in 1917 the business was
incorpotated. In 1931 it was given to the Southern
Highland Handicraft Guild which operated it in
downtown Asheville until December, 1981~7The name,
"Allanstand", so long associated with mountain handi
crafts, continues now as thr: namr: of the craft shop at
the Folk Art Cmter which is operat«l by the Guild.

By 1915 Bachelder's pottery was on display in thr:

studio of photographer, William A. Barnhill in
Asheville along with pottery by Ckorge Donkr:1 of
Weaverville. Mr. lAmkel, who also worked in thr: old
school of utilitarian stonr:warr: pottttS, made lamp
bases, wall and Rower vases and de:orative ware for
homr: use. Mr. Donkd operat«l a pottery at R«ms
Crer:k, having mov«! there from thr: Catawba Vallr:y
around thr: rum of thr: cr:ntury. Donkd's parents "'..ere
rom in Pennsylvania and had moved to the Catawba
Va1Ir:y." Mr. Barnhill photographed large pi«:e5 of
Bachelder's pottery in which wild Ro....'ef'S had bttn
arranged. Thr: simplicity of thr: pottery made it perfect
for tlOWt:f and plant arrangerne:nrs and these enhanced
displays of mountain crafts in countlr:ss homes.

Helen B. Camp, after a 1923 interview with thr:
lXluer, painted an infonnative verbal picture. She put
into words an experiencr: many people enjoyed over
the years as their curosity drew them to the aging
potter. "For several years I had been interested in
Omar Khayyam pottery, which appears to me as a
uniquely suitable background for wild flowers. I loved it
for its simplicity and because it always seemed to
intensify the beauties of the blooms of the field. When
the opportunity came, then, it was with delight that I
visit«l the placr: where it is made, the more so because
I had become interest«l in the potter as reveakd
through his vases." She continues, "He makes no
duplicates. Each ankle is distinct in its individuality.
Thr: clay, fill«l with minerals, gives him colors no
other pottery possc:sses. As I Iook«l at the myriad

Figure J I. Closeup 0/ irmu
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shapes, sizes and colors glowing under the rays of the
setling sun- blue, black, yellow brown, rose amber,
mahogany, violet gray- I felr anew rhat these vases were
indeed the true background for wild flowers. The
interplay of vase and flower was a revelation. Each
seemed to resPJnd to something subtle in the other
and to intensify its illusive qualities. A spray of coral
honeysuckle in a tan, unglazed vase was a tonal
harmony rarely achieved, the gray green of leaves
intensifying rhe silver gray of a glaze. In other vases
and bowls were roses and other native flowers, each a
study."nThese artistic arrangements were the work of
Mrs. Bachelder who was very fond of beauliful flowers.

Mrs. Pink Bachelder's Monogram

On April 29th, 1917, Oscar married Agnes Rozina
Collins." Agnes was often referred to by friends as
"Pink." Agnes was a sister to Ruth, Mrs. A.W. (Gus)
Devlin. The Devlins were Bachelder's neighbors. Ruth's
first husband was Ben Gudger, brother to Oscar's
friend, Bob Gudger. Agnes had a warm, cheerful
disPJsition and it was often she who greeted visitors to
the PJttery. She was very interested in the pottery craft
and Bachelder taught her to make pottery. She made
quite a lot over the years. She marked her pottery with
a simple B, like the one in Bachelder's monogram, with
a slanting A to the left: of the B. The vertical in the B
served as the right leg of the A. She assisted the potter
in many aspects of running the pottery shop. Everyone
remembers her fondly as a fine woman whose feminine
touches added much to Bachelder's life and to the lives
of their neighbors. She kept a watchful eye on
Bachelder's diet seeing that he ate properly. The
fragrance of baking homemade bread often greeted
pottery visitors. Pink was known throughout the
neighborhood for the marvelous candy mints and
gingerbread she often made. Mrs. Bachelder was a good
companion and helpful partner to the potter and they

shared eighteen years at the Omar Khayyam Pottery.
She survived the potter by three years, passing away in
March 1938, a victim of double pneumonia." While
attention is justly paid to the potter, it seems apparent
that Mrs. Bachelder's admiration, encouragement, and
nurturing contributed to his ultimate success.

Many people were drawn to the potter. As one oft
returning visitor from the far west wrote, ''The power
and beauty of that personality drew us back to him.""
Bachelder was a bit misunderstood by his neighbors
mainly because of his religious and political views
which were not always in keeping with their own.
Bachelder spoke his mind, a trait which some
considered to be a good thing for the community.
When the question of one's beliefs came up, Bachelder
made it clear that a person was entitled to believe as
he wished and to follow the dictates of his heart and
mind. He gained respect through the ordered life he led
and for his philosophy of life. He expected everyone to
tend to their business as he did his own and he had
the reputation of being a good neighbor. He had many
theories concerning proper eating and good health
habits. When sympathy or a helping hand was needed
he was always available. He shared what he had with
everyone. He would loan bxlks from his extensive
library with the admonition, "Don't turn down the
pages." His young helpers were paid better wages than
they could receive anywhere else locally. He made
glazed marbles for the boys in the neighborhood. One
lady, now nearing eighty, was given a large German
china doll by Bachelder when she was a child and she
has treasured it through the years. He would not
permit children to be unkind to birds or animals. He
was a good listener and all who sought advice received
a sensible suggestion. When he helped others he did
nOt require thanks but suggested that they, in turn, do
a good deed ror someone else. Bachelder said that he
learned two things in early life and he had never
forgotten them. "If anything is worth doing at all, it is
worth doing well." The other, "A man's word is worth
all the money in the world." The potter had a strong,
uniquely different personality. There was much mystery
and speculation concerning him during his lifetime and
it continues today. He was not a man to be ignored.

His neighbors and friends referred to him as "Bach"
(pronounced ''batch.'') The pronunciation, like the
spelling of the name, is varied. The preference by those
who knew him is "Batch-elder" with the emphasis on
"Batch." The Germanic "Bach" Oike the composer) is
used in Wisconsin.



On a trip to the Great Smoky Mountain National
Park, Bachelder and his wife, Pink, along with visiting
friends from Nebraska, traversed in hours the path
Bach and his team used to struggle over for days as he
rook pottery into the mountains. On the edge of the
park they stopped at a gift shop which featured Indian
pottery. The old potter burst into a rage when
upending a pot he spied nearly imprinted, "Cherokee
Pottery." "Made in Ohio," he sneered with contempt. 4J

Figure 12. Oualogue No.2

Ufe at the pottery had periods of exhausting work
but life was balanced with periods of relaxing and
socializing with neighoors and friends. Bach and his
friends often sat on the porch in the evenings smoking
strong home grown tobacco in day pipes and
discussing the issues of the day. Bachelder kept one of
the day pipes he made in every room handy for use at
any time.

People who grew up in the neighborhood of the
pottery remember that most homes had five or six
pieces of Bach's utilitarian ware which were glazed in
rich brown Albany slip. There were jars for pickled
beans, churns, mugs, jugs and pitchers of all sizes. The
ware was durable, not chipping or cracking easily.
Being sturdy and highly vitrified it tetained liquid well

and the pottery was used over a period of many years.
Bach's "art" ware was often purchased to serve as
special gifts. Bachelder, himself, gave pieces through the
years for weddings or other occasions.

The ware was sold first at the pottery, later in nearby
towns, some in show rooms in the north and there
was mail order business from. old customers. Omar
Khayyam pottery was shipped to all parts of the
United States as well as to Africa and other foreign
countries . ••

It should be noted that all Bachelder pottery was not
marked with his monogram. Because of the absence of
dowel or other pressure marks inside the pottery, it is
sometimes assumed that the OlB intertwining
monogram was incised. Perhaps at times it was, but
stamps to impress the monogram were in use. Double
or overlapping monograms are somerimes found. The
OlB monogram was carved in various sizes out of
wood and was used to stamp the bases of most of the
pottery. A second stamp, believed to be of metal,
impressed the words, "O.L. Bachelder, Candler, N.C.".
Sometime the monogram, the name and location
appear on one piece. The name "Omar Khayyam" was
not used on the ware. (Figs. 13 and 14).

Figure 13. One wrsion of the mark
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Bach had two kick wheels and his throwing skill was
acknowledged by everyone. He, himself, spoke of it
with pride. He was an admirer of the potter, William
Gordy, of Canerville, Georgia. He spoke of Bill's skill
as a thrower ra:a1ling that Bill could throw a ten
gallon crock with one 60 pound piece of clay.

There are three pieces of ironwork basic to the foot
IXIwered IXItter's wheel. These are the face-plate, the
shaft with crank in it, and the fly-wheel which goes at
the bottom of the wheel. These pieces of iron weighed
approximately 100 pounds. The itinerant potters often
carried the wheel pans wherever they journeyed and

Figure 14. Mark on swirl base

built the wooden crib and stand at their new locations.
It is thought, but not proven, that Bachelder carried
wheel pans in some of his ttavels. In any case, the iron
pans of his wheel at Omar Khayyam were procured
from an iron foundry in Atlanta, Georgia. The
foundry had supplied iron pans to potters since before
the Civil War.

Bachelder's kick wheel operated perfa:dy with the
crib and stand revealing what the potter had learned
and devised to expediate throwing. There was a
comfonable back-rest ror long stints of work and a
natural "walking motion" for the foot that supplied the

IXIwer. His greatest skill was in the use of his wheel
where he accomplished mastery of form. He made no
attempt to duplicate pottery shapes. The form, the
glaze, the complete execution were uniquely his own.

A large amount of the raw materials used in the
pottery industry, panic~larly in the second quarter of
the twentieth century, came from western Nonh Caro
lina. The area is rich in raw materials such as native
clay, feldspar and flint. In the beginning Bachelder used
the clay dug near the pottery. It fired to a blue gray.
After being finely screened it was worked to the proper
consistency to be put on the wheel. A pug mill was
pan of the equipment at the Omar Khayyam Pottery
throughout the years.

Later, day was brought in from other areas and ordered
from other states. These materials were sometimes mixed
with the local day. A deep blue gray, light gray, flesh
colored clay, and a reddish clay can all be found in OlB
pots. At times a speckled clay is found and a marbleized
effect has been noted \!Ihere gray and red clay have been
mixed (Fig. 14), but nOt thoroughly. William Soini, who
studied with Bachelder, stated that the potter had clay
shipped to him from Fairhope, Alabama at one time. Clay
was also ordered from Ohio.

Bachelder considered good form and subtle glazes to
be sufficient decoration for a pot. Throughout most of
his Omar Khayyam days he was a "one glaze" man
specializing in the use of Albany slip with which he
produced a great variety of beautiful effects. The most
successful pieces were fired several times with repeated
thin Albany slip sometimes giving slightly iridescent
surfaces. Interesting glazing effects were sometimes
achieved by a thin application of slip in one area and a
thicker application in another. This came about when
the ware was dipped half way into the glaze, turned
upside down and dipped into the glaze again. (Fig. 15).
A darker and stronger band appeared around the
middle of the piece where the glaze overlapped. Some.
of these pieces may have been the ones used for
judging the progress of the firing. Bachelder refined his
Albany slip clay to remove all impurities and applied a
bit of legerdemain to create lustrous brown and shiny
black, a steely gray and dark maroon. He achieved a
surprisingly broad range of colors and values with his
glazing techniques. After applying slip to a pot he
sometimes sprinkled it with ashes and occasionally with
cobalt or manganese.

Albany slip is an extremely versatile glaze so named
because it came from clay beds in Albany, New York.

)
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Figure 15. Catalogue No. 20

It gained wide acceptance by potters in the north in the
early nineteenth cenmry, later used in other areas as
improved transponation made shipment possible.
B.1Chelder had lIS(..J Albany slip extensively as an itinerant
potter. It may have been used at the Rutherford pottery, as
was Bristol glaze. In any case, Bachelder was first in Bun~

combe Coumy to use it exclusively.
Bachelder delighted in the production of his black

elegant glares. He delved imo the ceramic secrets of
other lands, seeking improvement for the bluish black,
midnight black, and gold-flecked black glares. 'While
other colors came from his fire as well, he specialized in
black. The mirror black glazes can be deceiving
particularly in a phowgraph. The surface highlights
and reflections can make the pottery, which is void of
decoration, appear w be very ornately decorated. (Fig.
16).

Bach was fascinated by the "ox blood" or Chinese
copper red glares which were produced centuries ago by
the skilled Chinese potters. He also admired the
crystalline glazes of Walter Stephen. His attempts to
produce both, as far as can now be determined, were
not successful. He experimented with glazing
techniques, particularly during .the last ten years. In
1926 he wrote a note on an invoice, "Am JUSt experi
menting on colors, matts, crystalline and majolica or
softer glazes." He also mentioned his use of a dark
purple or mulberry glaze and iridescence. The numbers
found on the bases of a few pieces are thought to have
been used for glaze tests.

In the late 1920s, throughout the 1930s and up until
World War U, gift shops in western North Carolina
were filled with !XJttery. From Buncombe' County there
was the pottery of Bachelder (until 1935), Stephen,
Cbnkel, the Browns and the Penlands. Pottery was
hauled into the mountains from the east as well. Some
of it sold at the road side stands. The swirl pottery
from Vale was sold at Chimney Rock Park and Hilwn
!XJttery was sold throughout the moumain area. There
was a marked rise in the use of colored glares during
this period. Bachelder went along with other potters
toward the use of color. He ground and mixed the
colorful glaze materials himself. Some of his later work
possessed only tinges of color. A piece of !XJttery might
be covered in a sand colored glaze with speckles of
deep brown and bits of running blue glaze or a gray
glaze with a blush of rose. The list of colors include
also thick cobalt and various colored runs. Turquoise
blue was not successful as the glaze had a tendency to
crawl. He experimented with glass which made some
pieces appear to be too thinly glazed. Mottled effects
were achieved with sprinkles of wood ash. Even when
color was used Bachelder's pots were generally subtle,
not bold.

Glazing on the bases was not consistent as some
items were left unglazed and some glares were partially
wiped away. Pieces with glazed bases naturally show tri
pod marks. Most handles and rims of pitchers or
candlesticks were done with a flair and have graceful
curves with pleasing proportions. The first statement of
the ppttery was always line and shape. The darkness of
the shapes accentuated the superb use of line. Most of
his ware shows wtal harmony but occasionally a
clumsy piece appears where a handle is too small or a
lid doesn't fit.

As might be expected when one experiments, not all
OlB pots reached perfection. Judgment of a piece
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should be made on its merits, not by the mark it
carries. Bachdder made many pieces with glazed
interiors and unglazed outer surfaces. Amatuer painters,
over the years, have taken pleasure in painting, and
perhaps even glazing, these unglazed pots.

Bachelder scratched and incised the surface of some
unglazed pieces to fonn a texture simulating wood. (Fig.
17). One interesting item with an incised surface was a
porrery "pig" plamer. It was a three gallon size and
looked like a chicken waterer turned on its side. It had
four slab feet, a snout which carried the OLB
monogram, holes for hanging and holes in the base for
water to escape. A large opening was cut out for the
plam.

There were two kilns at the Omar Khayyam pottery.
The first one was a "ground hog" type kiln which had
the firebox at one end and the stack at the other.
Bachelder made the bricks for this kiln. In later years
he~ a round downdraft kiln similar to the one built

by W.B. Stephen after the design given by Taxile Doot
in his treatise entitled "Grand Fer Ceramics" (S.E.
Robineau translation, page 109). In this kiln he fired
unifonnly to cone 10 using kindling wood~sPaul Saim
Gaudens, a studem of Bachelder also used a modifica
tion of Walter Stephen's kiln at his Orchard Kiln
Pottery in Cornish, New Hampshire....

Bachelder loaded the kilns himself carefully placing
the ware. He knew just where to place the pottery to
achieve the results he wamed. The proper placement in
the kiln, as well as the length of time and intensity of
the heat, could make or mar the ware. He fired
utilitarian pottery and "an" pottery together. Pine was
used for the turpentine coment created a high heat. It
burned quickly so helpers '>""ere kept busy cutting wood
to just the right size to fit in the openings around the
base of the downdraft kiln. The burning pine wood
prOOuced a kiln temperature of 2,400 degrees. In the
early ~rs Bachelder placed small items in the kiln



Figure 17. o.meuuresj Planter and pitcher are made w simulate 1.OOOd. Catalogue Nos. 53, 50, 54

such as glazed marbles, small pitchers and "toys", so
rhat he could watch them to detennine the heat of the
kiln and the progress of the firing. In later years, cones

which he ordered were used for testing. The kiln
cooled for 36 hours before it was unloaded. Helpers
were enlisted to assist with the unloading. Ray Welch,
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Eugene Mintz, Med Williams, were three young boys in
the neighborhood who helped Bach around the
pottery. His nephew, Morris Gudger helped at rimes.

In 1942 Ross Purdy, of the American Ceramic
Society wrote of the craft potters of Nonh Carolina in
Th< Bulletin of Th< An""= Cmmic Soci<ry. I'm
information on Oscar Bachelder he sought OUt four
men who were known to have studied with the potter.
Thesoe \\"efe Walter Stephen, Paul Saint-Gaudens,
William Soini, and Converse Harv.·ell. Ross Purdy
wrote, "Using a single day body and Albany slip glue,
Bachelder, with unusual skill, produced vases which
won exhibition awards and which won the acclaim of
the most critical of ceramic artists. He invested very
little in materials and equipment, He kept to a single
type of artware. His largest and most profitable
investments were his skill, his patience, and his
courage," Purdy also wrote, "It was the advent of the
machine as well as his advancing years that forced Mr.
Bachelder to find a use for his skill somewhere other
than in commercial stoneware plants. It is said that he
tried for a while to work at Rookwood Pottery in Cin
cinnati, Ohio but that they could not give him full·
time employment as a pottery thrower. He did,
however, experience at Rookwood the making of
artware. No verification of Bachelder's work at Rook
wcxxt can be found. The source of the information was
alsworth Woodward of Newcomb College Pottery as
told to Converse Haf'\\'ell.

One of Bachelder's most famous and successful
students was Paul Saint-Gaudens of Cornish, New
Hampshire. Paul, whose life as a potter is well
documented, was the nephew of the famous sculptor
Augustus Saint-Gaudens. The bust of Omar Khayyam
which sat over the entrance to Bachelder's pottery had
been made by Annette Saim-Gaudens in 1913. She
was the daughter of Augustus. It was Paul's response to
Ross Purdy that gives us much insight into the life and
work of Oscar Bachelder. He wrote, "Bachelder's
pottery had a "timeless" quality. His vases would be
superior examples of throwing and glazing in any age
or country. It is "potter's JX>ttery", as there are not tOO
many people with enough feeling for the craft to

appreciate the skill of the wheel work and the rich
beauty of the dark glares." Paul wrote of the fact: that
Bachelder glazed entirely with Albany slip achieving a
wide range of results. Of the firing of ware he wrote,
"He fired in a huge "ground-hog" type kiln, with the
firebox at one end and the stack at the other. He fired
it with native pine for n hours or more, getting heats

of from cones 7 or 8 at the rear of the kiln to cone 12
at the front of the kiln." Saint-Gauclens continues, ''He
was a wonderful thrower. He always finished a piece on
the. wheel, that is, when he lifted it off the wheel, it
was finished except for the smoothing out of any lifter
marks. He could fill OUt' the belly of a large vase
without losing any height whar.soever. He could even
make a finishing draft with a rib &om top to bottom
of a bellied vase without losing height. He never threw
a "clockweight", in fact his throwing was just about
perfect. He also had a good eye for line. The shapes
had fine character, nothing "fancy", just excellent
honest craftsmanship, like the finer of the early
Japanese shapes."

Paul Saint-Gaudens recalled qualities which help one
to get a better image and understanding of the potter,
"Anyone with Old Bach's strength and individuality of
character was almost automatically prejudiced and
crotchety. He was past seventy years when I first knew
him. He liked me and we were friends. I never aroused
his black Irish temper. He was a wiry active man,
somewhat Stooped, not tall, with huge strong hands.
He had snapping black eyes. He was interested in
everything. I doubt if he had much, if any, schooling,
but he read avidly and understood what he reacl. He
had arguments and rows with his neighbors, but they
still respected him and some admired him. He was
strialy honest and demanded honesty in others. The
mountaineers also respected his courage and his flaming
wrath when he felt he was being imposed upon." oJ

A photograph of a "Carolina Potter and His Pupil",
showing Bachelder and Paul Saint-Gaudens appeared in
the Asheville Qtiren in 1935, the year of the potter's
death. Paul worked with Bachelder during the winters
of 1923-24 and 1924·25. He acknowledged the potter's
influence on him and his work. Recalling his visits he
wrote, "I have fine memories of Saturday trips to
Asheville with him. We would get lunch at his favorite
little "homecooking" cafeteria, indulge in a box of
Rameses cigarettes (the only brand he could taste or
enjoy after his clay pipe and natural leaf tobacco), and
got: to a movie. He liked movies and was critical of
them. Sloppy sentimentalism didn't go down with Old
Bach at all. Sunday afternoons we would sit out on the
little porch with Webb Miller, who was a chum of
Bach's, discuss the affairs of the world, and have one
glass of blackberry wine from a small jug. He was a
unique and unforgettable character as well as a fine
potter."



William Soini, who at one time was the director of
the Arabia Porcelain Works of Finland, saw
Bachelder's pottery at an exhibition in New York City.
He sought out the potter in the beautiful mountains of
western North Carolina. The potters became good
friends and Saini spent several weeks studying and
working with Bachelder in 1925, 1926, 1927, 1930, and
1931~Soini modeled a relief of Bachelder's head in pro-

file, probably using a photograph by Bayard Wootten.
He also made a block print showing the potter at
work. Perhaps Saini experimenting with glazes
influenced Bachelder or even inspired him to attempt
color. While learning from the old potter he would also
have shared new ideas and techniques on his frequent
visits. Soini was an accomplished porter before he ever
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Figure 19. Catalogue Nos. II, 19, 23

met Bachelder. He was very proud that he had been a
"pupil" of the old IXJtter. Saini approved of Bach's
philosophy, enjoyed the mountain seclusion and he
was dearly loved by both Bach and Pink.

Walter B. Stephen, of Pisgah Forest Pottery south of
Asheville, was a good friend of Oscar Bachelder. Unique
among American potters, Stephen's life and work are well
documented. Stephen stated that Bachelder was the first
within the state to deviate from utilitarian ware. Stephen,
thought to have been the first to establish an artcraft
pottery shop in North Carolina (1913), did not come
from a utilitarian pottery tradition. He began his pottery
work with art ware. When he heard about Bachelder'sskill
Stephen walked 15 miles to see hifn~The two had much to
discuss other than pottery. Both had been in Nebraska in
the 1880s.

Stephen was a young boy and Bachelder an itinerant
IXItter. Ihth often recounted tales of their days in the
west. Many people remember Stephen visiting and
working with Bachelder at his Omar Khayyam pottery.
Walter Stephen operated the Nonconnah Pottery in
Arden trom 1913 to 1926.

H
His working visits with

Bachelder would have been between 1926 and the
establishment of the Pisgah Forest Pottery in 1926. Of
Bachelder, Stephen said, "He was a fine turner on the
wheel being particular in fonn and finish. He made fine
blacks with Albany slip. (Rg. 18) He made a few blacks
with yellow overflow that were especially fine:, lIThe
two IXItters admired each other's work and in a very
few minor instances tried to emulate each other.
Stephen tried to produce the glossy black with a
running yellow-buff glaze and did so with some success.
Bachelder, as mentioned earlier, was Dot so successful
when he attempted crystalline and matt blue in his
glaze experiments, though he was successful with a
limited production of glossy blue.

Walter Stephen's pottery was exhibited at the Mint
Museum of History in 1978. The exhibition catalogue
was Volume 3 of the Journal of Studies of the Ceramic
Orde of Charlotte. The pottery of Walter Stephen, by
Pat H. Johnston, was the subject of the cover story in
The Antiques Journal in May 1977 as well as the cover
story in The Pottery ClI1ecrors Newsletter in February
1972.



Converse Harwell, originally from Charlotte, North
Carolina, but who made his home in Fairhope,
Alabama, met Bachelder in 1925 and he and his wife
enjoyed many weekend visits with Mr. and Mrs.
Bachelder. Converse did not throw pottery on the
wheel but he was half of a potting duo. Edith Harwell,
his talented wife, made the pottery with Converse
participating in every other aspect: of producing it~JThe

Harw~ns as a young couple, began visiting the potteries
in their region to learn what they could from watching
potters at ....'Ork. They did much reading on the subject
and set up a studio in their home in 1930. The
Harwells marketed their pottery under the name,
Pinewood Pottery, first in O1arlotte and later, after
1938 in Fairhope, AJabama until 1971. SJ

Converse was very enthusiastic ahout the \\'Ork of
Oscar Bachddet- and had fond memories of the old
potter from whom he and Edith learned much about
producing pottery. Bachelder's influence is apparent in
some of their \\"Otk both in shapes and glazes. Edith
Harwell was an accomplished potter and one of the b
American women successful in the craft.

The Harwdls attended. the Craftsman's Fair in
Asheville every summer, rarely missing. Their return to
Asheville gave them opportunity to talk to many
friends in the craft world. In 1955 Harwell and Walter
Stephen gcx: together, as they did annually at the fair,
for pottery chats and to reminisce about Bachelder and
his students. At that time William Sioni was operating
a pottery srudio in 42nd Street in New York City.
Paul Saint.Qaudens had passed away in 1954. Harwell
and Stephen decided to climb up the hillside, dubbed
''Gudger Mountain" by Harwell, to visit the old
potter's grave. Walter, who had been at the 1935
funeral observed that the country had greatly changed.
The grave was found and photographs taken. Converse
.Harwell's photographs of the potter, along with those
of Bayard Wootteen and D:Jris Ulman, give unique
glimpses of Bachelder .and his Omar Khayyam Pmtery.

Bachelder received honors during his lifetime. In
October 1919, the Eighteenth Annual Exhibition of
Applied Arts had an exhibition of textiles, silver,
jewelry, ceramics, and basketry at the Art Institute of
Chicago. Regular annual prizes were awarded by a jury.
One set of prizes known as the "Logan Prizes", so
named for Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Logan, consisted of
six medals with accompanying purchase prizes of $100
each. The pottery winners in 1919 were, Oscar Louis
Bachelder for a collection of pottery, with purchase of
vase and lamp base; Charles F. Binns for a collection

of pottery, with the purchase of a vase."
Bachelder exhibited in the Tricennial Exhibition of

the Society of Arts and Crafts in Boston in 1927 from
March 1·20 at the Museum of Rne Arts. The pieces
exhibited were a pottery jug, bowl, iridescent vase and
an urn-shaped black vase.U In this exhibition Henry
Ford sought to recapture for posterity some of the
vanishing arts of pioneer America.·He asked Bachelder
to supervise the pottery division~ Mrs. Henry Ford
invited some of the outstanding craftsmen of the
Southern mountains, Bachelder among them, to be her
gucsrs during the exhibition. Bachelder was one of the
most popular demonstrators at the potter's wheel. At
the end of the exhibition Bachelder was presented a
book which bore the signatures of Mr. and Mrs. Forel.
At this exposition Bachelder was very pleased to work
with clay from Penh Amboy, New Jersey, an old clay
bank that had furnished clay for potter.; for over 100
years, clay which had been used by his father. U

In 1935 an exhibition was held of Omar Khayyam
PO«ery at the Joslyn Memorial Museum, now the
Joslyn Art Museum, in Omaha, Nebraska." At tha[
time there was a full pagt: amele about Bachelder in
the Sunday Magazine Section of the Omaha World·
Herald. This exhibition which took place only months
before the potter's death brought his artistic wares to
the area where he had worked some fifty years earlier
as an itinerant potter. The Joslyn Art Museum now
has nine pieces of Bachelder pottery in their permanent
collection. These pieces were pan of the rather exten
sive 1935 exhibition.

Oscar Louis Bachelder was a member of the Boston
Society of Arts and Crafts and al.se of [he Philadelphia
Arts and Crafts Guild. An example of his work
appeared in the Museum of Contemporary Crafts 1962
show, "Forms From the Eanh, 1,000 Years of Pottery
in America." In this exhibition his work was included
in the catagory, "Contemporary Production Wares."
Never duplicating, nor mass producing, Bachelder's
work fits a bit uncomfortably under this heading. The
Omar Khayyam Pottery was listed along with Dedham,
Oifton Art, Fulper, Pewabic, Marblehead, Bybee, Clay
Crafters, Jugtown, Hilton, Pisgah Forest, Coles,
Sreubenvil1e, Glidden, and several porcelain companies,
Lenox, Castleton, and American limoges.

Bacheldt.'f stated that his pottery had been exhibited
in New York, Philadelphia, Detroit, Boston, Buffalo,
and many other large cities in the U.S. as well as in
Paris. He recalled receiving a cenificate of award at the
Nonh Carolina Srate Fair~At the Craftsman's Fair in
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Asheville in 1961, the potter, Charles Counts arranged
a display of Southern Highlands Pottery which
included pieces by Oscar Bachelder ,"

Three pieces of pottery by Bachelder were presented
to the North Carolina Museum of Art in Raleigh in
1972 as part of a memorial to Esther Bloxton. Esther
B1oxton's collection of choice pieces of North Carolina
pottery was acquired over a period of years in which
she was associated with the crafts and craftsmen of the
state. She was manager of Allanstand, mentioned
earlier, from 1942 to 1948, later co-owning and
operating the Spinning Wheel, a craft shop south of
Asheville. •,

Works by Bachelder are part of the North. Carolina
pottery collections of the Newark Museum in NewJersey;

The North Carolina State Museum in Raleigh; The North
Carolina Potter's Museum in Seagrove; The North Caro
lina Museum of Art, Raleigh; The Brooklyn Museum,
Brooklyn, New York; Thejoslyn Art Museum, Omaha,
Nebraska; the Mint Museum of Art in Charlotte; and in
many private collections.

The pottery of Oscar Bachelder is unique. Trying to
categorize it produces immediate problems. He made
pottery unlike any other and his work defies labeling.
A master of his craft, he might be said to be in a class
by himself. Moving from many years of producing
utilitarian ware he turned to producing a more artistic
product.

Figure 21. Oscar 8t::Jche/.d.eywith Conl!l!rSe Harwell (Opposite)
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Bachelder had been trapped within the system of
producing what was needed and what would sell. He
felt that a "barrie had been won" when he could
produce what he longed to make and have it accepted
and provide him financial security as well. To
utilitarian potters "art" was rarely a consideration. The
focus was on usefulness, Bachelder's story reveals his
natural, innate artistic ability and his appreciation of
the beauty in the best ceramic wares. He saw the
possibilities of the materials he used. With little change
in material or method he moved from producing a
strictly useful item to one that was aesthetically pleasing
as well.

There was not an art movement in North Carolina
pottery but there was a movement toward art with the
work of Oscar B.1chelder leading the way. Within the
state the labeling of "artcraft" pottery is now used to
differentiate the decorative or artistic ware from
utilitarian ware.

In some ways the pottery of Bachelder in its
simplicity, beauty of form, and total lack of ornamenta
tion was ahead of its time in producing "one of a
kind" pieces of pottery. In the best of Bachelder's pots
there is total harmony. The form, the material, the
thickness and weight and the glaze all combine, in

simplicity, to make a pleasing aesthetic statement.
Fortunately some follow their dreams and carryon

toward their goals until they succeed. Late in life he
said, "I have gathered all the honors that an artist can
hope to secure unless he duplicates his work. My career
is one that causes me to believe I have done my
share." (Fig. 22). •,

Oscar Louis Bachelder died on June 26, 1935. He
had asked Bob Gudger if he might be buried at a high
IX'int on his friend's farm and his wish was granted.
The service was simple as he was laid to rest. A very
close friend of Mr. and Mrs. Bachelder read the,
"Sermon on the Mount." The IX'tter and his wife now
rest in tranquil solitude high above the hub-bub of a
busy world. The long walk through the quiet pine
forest, with soft light filtering through the trees, gives
the visitor time to reflect on the man who was the
Omar Khayyam IX'tter. Many seek to know him, and
to understand, but he remains illusive. It is written,
'The hand is the extension of the soul." The work of
the IX'tter's hands remain, testifying to his talent and
giving us much insight into the man himself. In
viewing his pottery we !pay sense the strength and
intensity of his dream and share in the joy of its
fulfillment.
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CASE NO.1
L BAS RELIEF PORTRAIT OF OSCAR L. BACHELDER: Unglazed bisque, round medallion shape, hand

modeled from white clay by William Soini, Roland. Mark: "OlB Oscar Louis Bachelder" impressed; "7m, 14d,
1129" incised. Dia. 6\12 in.

CASE NO.2
COLORED GLAZES. Bachelder, like many potters of his day, experimented with commercially available colorants
and chemicals to enhance or produce a new look to their wares.

Z. TRI-COLORED VASE: Deep blue slip (glaze) around the top which runs freely down the neck over an Albany
type slip band, the bulbous base is dipped in a high gloss black on a swirl body; the base shows the striations
of the two colors of day layered together; deep brown Albany type slip glazed interior, a feature typical of
Bachelder's work. Mark: "OlB" H. 5lh in.

3. TALL VASE WITH FOOTRlM: Dark green slip brushed on surface. Mark: "OlB" H. 7lf2 in.

4. ROUNDED VASE: Pale grey glossy slip fading into a rose color dominating one side of the pia:e; the body is
a grey stoneware. Mark: ".O.L. BACHELDER/Candler, N.C." (Most always impressed)

5. JAR: Mottled blue surface glaze; reddish stoneware. Mark: "OlB" H. 6¥1 in. Private Collection

6. ROUNDED VASE: Deep blue heavy glaze; pale grey stoneware body. Mark: "OlB" H. )lh in.

7. VASE: Pale slip matte blue slip brushed on surface; grey stoneware body. Mark: "OlB" "O.L. BACHELDER!
Candler, N.C." H. 4lf1 in.

8. SLENDER VASE: Glossy green glaze (crawled); buff stoneware body. Mark: "OlB" H. 6 lh in.

9. VASE: Glossy green glaze (crawled in firing). Mark: "alB" H. 5¥1 in.

10. CYLINDRICAL, FOOTED VASE: Blue glaze dusted with manganese or iron ore powder. Mark: "OlB" H.
6lh in. Private collection

11. PITCHER: Two colors; mirror black with brown slip brushed over the top half of the piece; thumb print at
base of handle; a finely proportioned piece exhibiting excellent control and artistry in glazing techniques. Mark:
''OlB'' and "O.L. BACHELDER/Candler, N.C." H. 4lh in.

12. VASE: Blue high gloss applied at a varying thickness to create some opaque areas, while on other parts, the
white stoneware body shows through. Mark: "alB" and "O.L. BACHELDER/Candler, N.C." H. J'A in.

13. TWO COLOR VASE: Deep blue glaze fading to a medium blue; dipped from the base so as to run up the
sides; a transparent ochre glaze runs from the top down; the blue coloring blistered during firing. Mark: "OlB"
H. BLA in.

14. SMAll-MOurH VASE: Cobalt glossy glaze thickly applied; bulbous shape with sloping shoulder; stoneware.
Mark: "OLB" H. 6¥1 in.



CASE NO.3
BROWN GLAZED WARES. A common glaze in use throughout this coumry was "Albany slip," first mined in
Albany, N.Y. hence the name. Albany slip clay has been found locally and was used extensively as an interior
wash and for external application. When saltglazed, Albany slip turns green, producing a "frog skin" glaze.

15. PAIR OF SMALL VASES: One is covered with a thick gloss brown slip; the other in a heavy mirror deep
brown glaze; glaze on top of the rim was taken off, apparently to facilitate firing the item upside down on top of
another piece; this was done to converse space in the kiln. Mark: "OlB" H. 3-5/8 in. Private Collection

16. CUP: Rim and handle highlighted with a beige colored slip. Mark: "O.L. BACHELDER/Candler, N.C." H. 2
7/8 in.

17. BOWL: Bulbous with flaring liPi deep brown gloss surface applied to I shoulder; glaze flows down over a
previously applied matte brown surface. Mark: "aLB" H. 71h in. Privare O:>lleetion

18. CANDLESTICK: Dipped twice in the glaze forming narrow band around the middle; pulled, well formed
handle. MarL ''OLB'' H. 41f:! in.

19. SUGAR BOWL: Glazed in similar manner to No. 18; loop handles and loop finial on lid; note CLB. cipher
underside of lid. Mark: "aLB" on base and underneath the lid. H. 31h in.

20. MINIATURE PITCHER: Glazed and dipped as described above. Mark: "aLB" H. 3 in.

21. QUART PITCHER: A typical Bachelder ogee shape with wide base, small neck and flaring lip or flange; the
top of the handle terminal stands above the flange which has a downware turn (another commonly found
feature used by the potter); pieces of Catawba Indian pottery are seen with this feature. Mark: "aLB" H. 7 in.

22. lJI1LITY JAR: Grainey textured surface; glazing technique leaving 314 inch dark stripe at [he center; double
handled; lid missing. Mark: "aLB" H. 6V2 in.

23. CONICAL R)RM VASE: Gloss brown slip; incorporating the two dip method. The rim turns inward making
an unusual form. Mark: "aLB" H. 5314 in.

24. JAR OR VASE: This piece was dipped in the glaze twice, once while holding the item by the top, then by the
base; the two dips overlap (or overlay) causing a darker brown band where the glaze is double thickness. The
band varies in width according to the potter's asthetic proportions; the jar's band is about two inches wide
encircling the base part; many of these dark bands are almost imperceptible unless pointed out; they are an
important characteristic for identifying Bachelder's work; three still marlcs appear on the bottom. Mark: "aLB"
H. 71/4 in.

25. VASE: top rim left unglazed (not to stick to the piece underneath; placement in the kiln was generally top to
top). Mark: ''OLB'' H. 7Jf4 in.

CASE NO.4
BLACK·BROWN GLAZES. A combination of Albany slip and manganese in various formulations produces glossy
mottled effects which Bachelder used to great advantage.

26. PINT JUG: Incised line on shoulder; handle broken. Mark: "aLB" H. 61f:! in.

27. BULBOUS VASE: Glazed in Albany and manganese; shape shows some Japanese influence; short neck slightly
flares at the top; the circles around the manganese holding in the ringed patterns. Mark: "aLB" H. 3l.4 in.
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28. TWO COLOR VASE: Gloss manganese black neck and shoulder over a dark Albany slip body. Mark: "OlB"
H. 43/4 in.

29. SMAll VASE: An oriental type shape which appealed to the potter as a number of his objects are known in
this particular form; this piece, twice dipped in glaze as previously described cxhibits dark band on thc shoulder.
Mark: ''OlB'' H. 3-l/8 in .

.30. SMAll VASE: Form similar to 29; brown glaze with black manganese powdered effect. Mark: "OlB" H. 3.lf.t
in.

31. CREAMER: Brown slip with black sponged surface; rim is an undulating form that turns down at the back;
applied handle joins the rim over the top. Mark: "OlB" H. 3Y4 in.

32. VASE: Gloss brown and black manganese applied to the flat shoulder. Mark: "OlB" H. 4lh in.

33. BOWL: Brown and black glaze; thc interior shows evidence of ovcr firing because of glaze crawl; dark green
interior glaze. Mark: "OlB" H. 41/4 in. D. 13 lh in.

34. WEED VASE: Brown glaze re-dipped in black; 6 holes pierced in the shoulder. Mark: "OlB" H. 4Y4 in.

35. lARGE "PEAR SHAPED" PLANTER: Wide base, narrower at the top; twO inch strips cncircles the base; the
glaze has run on one side and changed to a greenish color possibly due to overfiring. Mark: "OlB" H. 8J.4 in.

CASE NO.5
MIRROR BLACK. Using manganese slip by itself (or over an undercoating of Albany slip) and firing to a high
temperature produced a polished effect.

36. PITCHER: Heart shaped opening for pouring; glaze crazing due to use, not caused by firing. Mark: "OlB" H.
6V4 in.

37. EWER: Simple lip and straight neck; convenient handle applied to bulbous body; slightly flaring rim for easy
pouring of liquid; lustrous glaze lightly applied. Mark: "OlB" H. 9Y4 in.

38. TAll CREAMER: Elongated form of typical small pitcher (see #31). Mark: "OlB" H. Slfz in.

39. SUGAR BOWL Straight sides at the lower half flowing to a more narrow top; double loop handles slightly
protrude at the band giving the appearance of a miniature milk can; loop finial handle on lid. Mark: ''OlB'' on
foot and under lid.

40. TAll CANDLESTICK: Detailed hand tooling on wide base; powdered speckling in glaze; long handle with
thumbprint terminus; tooling midway up cylinder; well proportioned handle and lip. Unmarked. H. 9lf4 in.

41. OVOID VASE WITH FLARED LIP: Very dark, homogenous glaze, well proportioned from base to top,
delicate in appearance. Mark: "OlB" H. 6)/4 in.

42. lARGE OVOID VASE: Mirror black glaze, thickly applied over stoneware body, suitable for a very large
bouquet of flowers. Mark: ''OlB'' H. II in.

,43. VASE: Slightly bulbous body [n lower third and straight cylinder to top; slight lip and heavy glaze; good size,
not easily tipped over. Mark: "OlB" H:6 in.
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44. VASE: Elegant shape of body with wide strudy neck; heavy glaze on sides and neck; speckled glaze at top of
rounded body. Mark: "alB" H. 8~ in.

45. WEED VASE OR FLOWER FROG: Symettical holes for floral arrangement; thickly applied glaze. Unmarked.
H. 2 in.

46. COUPE SHAPED PLATE: Substantial foot ring with graceful upturned rim; Albany slip. undercoat has turned
to "frog skin" green on rim due perhaps to application of salt prior to firing. Unmarked. Dia. 9¥.. in.

47. ROUND VASE: Two separate revetsed gloss dips show overlapping of the glaze resulting in three banded
circles. Mark: "OlB" H. 5~ in.

48. TALL PITCHER: Cylinder with lines made while turning on the wheel; typical Bachelder handle form. Mark:
"OlB" H. II Vz in.

CASE NO.6
CANEWARE. This ware is unglazed on the exterior in an attempt to copy the unglazed Ammcan Indian shapes
and styles and to take advantage of the popularity of these wares during the 1920's and 30's renewal of Indian design
and culture.

49. CANEWARE VASE: Granular surface; rounded bulbous shape, brown interior glaze (to allow for use a holder
for fresh flowers or as small planter); Brown mark is accidental glaze transfer during stacking or firing. Mark:
"alB" H. 4lf2 in.

SO. CANEWARE VASE: Bulbous shape; 'the interior glaze is broken off around the rim indicating the bowl was
stacked when fired. Unmarked. H. 3V2 in.

51. CANEWARE VASE: Rounded rorm gently curving inward, no lip at rim. Mark: "OlB" H. 5 in. Loan
courtesy of Lottie's W'histle Stop Antiques, Charlotte.

52. CANEWARE V ASE: Tall graceful shape utili%«! as decorative vase £or floral arrangements. Mark: "OlB" H.
7~ in.

53. CANISTER (UD MISSING): Caneware bisquc; deep brown slip interior; the exterior is hand tooled to
resemble a tree trunk utilizing long deeply incised lines and natural bt-anch knots; a supe'l"b example of N.C. folk

art. Mark: "OlB" H. 8Vz in. Private Collection

54. CANEWARE DECORATIVE PITCHER: Tooled with heavy lines. extending the length of the body; decora
tive incising like this and in 153 are extremely rare; like caneware forms above, the interior is glazed to permit
the use of liquids. Unmarked. H. 6lh in. Private Collection.

55. BUD VASE: Brown slip glaze lightly applied over granular surface stoneware body. Glazed "caneware" pieces
were made in limited numbers. Mark: "ClB" H. 5-l!8 in.

56. VASE: Brown slip lightly applied over "caneware" body to produce alternare coloration to this pottery line.
Mark: "OLB" H. Slf2 in.

Additional copie; "" be onJe,<d from,
D.W. Bridges / Mint Museum / 2730 Randolph Road / Charlotte, NC 28207

Send check to the arove address for $8.00 plus $1.00 postage and handling, made OUt to the Ceramic Circle ofCharlotte.
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